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1 Device Overview

1.1Description

XY-MBD58A is a powerful, highly flexible, ultra-low power Bluetooth® 4.2 module based on Maxscend
MXD2658 SoC solution, which has a 32bit Arm® Cortex™-M3 CPU with the floating-point unit running at
48MHz. Built-in 256KB Flash, 32KB SRAM and 64KB ROM, rich configurable peripheral interfaces, and
high-performance low-power Bluetooth RF, transmit power adjustable from -15dBm to +7dBm, receive
sensitivity of -94dBm. In addition, the module also integrates a 16MHz crystal oscillator and RF PCB
printed antenna, industrial-grade design, and RoHS process, half-hole pins for easy production processing.

1.2Key Features

1.2.1 Hardware Features

Frequency: 2402 MHz ~ 2480.0 MHz
Package: 11mmX16mm(Half-hole), 18pins
BLE

- Compiles with Bluetooth V4.2, and 2 Mbps
data rate support of BLE 5.0

- TX: Up to +7dBm transceiver output
power

- RX: -94 dBm sensitivity @ 1 Mbps
- Link layer and AES/CCM integrated

CPU
- ARM Cortex-M0+ @ 48 MHz
- Single-cycle multiplier
- 32 interrupts

Memory
- ROM 64 KB
- SRAM 32 KB
- Flash 256 KB

Power
- Power supply range: 2 V ~ 3.6 V

- Power mode 1 (3-μS Wake-up): 235μA
- Power mode 2 (SleepTimerOn): 0.9μA
- Power mode 3 (External Interrupts): 0.4μA

Clock and Timer
- 16 MHz crystal and RC oscillator
- 32-bit timer
- Six 16-bit general-purpose timers (PWM /
Infra-Red generator)

- Real timer clock
- Watchdog

Peripherals
- 13 general-purpose I/Os. Function IO any-
route support

- 2 UARTs with hardware flow control up to
1MBd

- 2 SPIs with master/slave configurable
- 2 I2Cs with master/slave configurable
- I2S data in the interface
- 7816 T-0 master interface
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- Keyboard interface
- Infra-red generator
- PWM
- 8-channel 10-bit ADC
- Temperature sensor

DMA

 Frequency deviation: ±20kHz
Modulation: GFSK

- Support internal RTC
- Full IO outreach including debug port
- 5-channel

1.2.2 Software Features

Serial port transparent transmission, no need for any Bluetooth experience
Connection interval is 20ms in default
Support AT command to reset the module and get MAC address
Support AT command to adjust the Bluetooth connection interval and control different forwarding
rates (dynamic power adjustment)

Support AT command to adjust transmit power, modify broadcast interval, customize broadcast data,
modify serial port baud rate, modify module name

2 self-defined UUID
Any length up to and including 1KByte (1K) of serial packet length (large packets are automatically
distributed)

Support connection status, broadcast status prompt foot
High-speed transmissions and forwarding, up to 12KB/S, stable operation at 4.7KB/S
Support single foot position down to the ground (long press) 10s to restore factory settings
Broadcast content prompt module real-time system status, including battery power, custom device
identification code, (suitable for broadcast application programs)

Support from the TX serial port to get Bluetooth connection status (connected, normal disconnect,
and timeout disconnect) word string prompt

http://www.newbitsiot.com
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1.3 Applications

 IoT

o Home automation
o Sensor networks

o Building automation

o Industrial automation

 Personal area networks

o Health/fitness sensor and monitor devices
o Medical devices

o Key fobs and wrist watches

 Interactive entertainment devices

o Remote controls
o Gaming controllers

o VR/AR

 Enterprise lighting

o Industrial
o Commercial

o Retail

 Beacons

http://www.newbitsiot.com
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1.4 Working Mode

1.4.1 Hibernation mode

Pulling the EN pin of the module high, the module will enter into sleep mode immediately, and the
power consumption of the module is as low as 2uA.
Pull the EN pin low and then the module turns off Bluetooth broadcasting.

1.4.2 Broadcasting mode

The module exits sleep and no connection is established with any host, then the module enters
broadcast mode. Users can configure the broadcast time, broadcast interval, broadcast content, etc.
through AT commands. For multi-point data acquisition without strong connection requirements, small
data volume, and occasional data acquisition, such as environmental temperature, humidity, and other
data acquisition systems, the corresponding data can be updated into the broadcast packet, thus
realizing non-connected data transmission.
When the module establishes the connection with the master device, the module exits the broadcast
mode.

1.4.3 Serial port AT commands mode

The command data of the XY-MBD58A transmission module and the transmission data are in the same
data stream. To analyze the command data more effectively to configure the device parameters, the
module needs to enter the command mode first, and the command data needs to be encapsulated with
certain command format and command constraints.

Command mode operation flow:
a) Enter serial port AT command mode
The serial port can enter this mode by sending 3 "+" by default, and the following conditions are
observed when sending 3”+”,
Serial port idle time is more than 1 second
Send 3 "+" within 1 second, (CC = 0x2B)
Keep the serial port idle for 1 second (GT = 0x3E8)
After entering AT command mode successfully, the XY-MBD58A module will send "OK\r" from the TX pin.
If the serial data is received, the message will be sent after the RF data transmission is completed.
After entering AT command mode successfully, XY-MBD58A will start the timeout timer (CM timer), after
which all data received at the RX pin.
The CM timer will be cleared after any command is received.

b) AT commands format

http://www.newbitsiot.com
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Data Detective
Head Command Space Parameter Ending

character

Bytes 2 2 1/0
Depending
on actual
parameters

2

Example AT BD 7 \r\n

Note: The instruction format for reading/writing parameters is the same, the parameter field is empty to
read the configuration of the module (readable), and some of the instructions without parameters are
not used to read/write parameters. Detailed AT instruction parameter configuration refer to the AT
instructions.

1.4.4 Transparent Transmission mode

When the module is connected to the master device, the data received from the serial port of the MCU
(except for the word string with AT command mode enabled) will be transparently transmitted to the
master device through the BLE wireless channel. The serial port of the module also transmits the data
sent by the master device to the MCU as well. The module can transmit up to 1K bytes of data packets
from the serial port at one time, and the module will automatically send them in packets according to
the packet size. The packets sent from the mobile device to the module must be sent in packets (1-20
bytes/packet) by themselves. If the protocol of the mobile device is BLE4.2 and above, the maximum load
of each wireless packet is 249 bytes, and the packet sent to the module by the mobile device must be
divided into packets (1-249 bytes/packet) and sent by the module itself. After receiving the packets, the
module will forward them to the host serial port receiver in succession.

Note:
1. If the host (MCU) has data to send to the module, the BRTS should be pulled low and the host can

start sending data after about 30mS. After sending, the host should actively raise the BRTS to let the
module exit the serial reception mode. It should be noted that please make sure the serial data is
completely sent before raising BRTS, otherwise, data truncation will occur.

2. When the module has a data upload request, the module will set BCTS low and will start sending
after 500us at the earliest, until the data is sent. When the data is sent, the module will set BCTS high.

3. The TX/RX of the module requires external pull-up resistors to prevent the module serial port from
sending abnormal data due to level jitter during sleep. Refer to Appendix "Recommended Circuits".
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If the host's BRTS stays low, the Bluetooth module will always be in serial receiving mode and will have
high power consumption.
4. After the module is successfully connected, it will give a "TTM: CONNECTED\r\n\0" string from the TX,

which can be used to determine whether the normal forwarding operation can be performed. You
can also use the connection status prompt foot, or you can send a specific confirmation string to the
module via mobile phone, and the host can confirm that it is connected after receiving it. When the
connection is actively disconnected by the APP, the TX will send "TMM:DISCONNECT\r\n\0" string. If
the connection is disconnected abnormally, the TX will send "TTM:DISCONNECT FOR TIMEOUT\r\n\0"
string.

2 Module default parameter configuration

Parameter Default value
Serial port configuration 115200bps
Module Name Nbee-(MAC address)
Broadcast interval 200mS
Connection interval 20mS
TX power 0dBm
AT command enable string +++
BLE Read/Write channel FFF1/FFF2
AT command timeout time 30S
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3 Mechanical Details and Pin Assignment

3.1 Mechanical Details

3.2 Pin Assignment
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Pin No. Pin
Name

Chip
Pin

Name
I/O Description

Pin1 GND GND - Ground
Pin2 VCC VCC - Power Supply: 2V-3.6V
Pin3 SWC P2.2 I －

Pin4 SWD P2.1 I －

Pin5 RES RST I Module Reset, Low Active
Pin6 IO0 GPIO05 I/O Reserve
Pin7 IO1 GPIO06 I/O Reserve
Pin8 IO2 GPIO09 I/O Reserve
Pin9 IO3 GPIO10 I/O Reserve
Pin10 IO4 GPIO11 I/O Reserve
Pin11 IO5 GPIO12 I/O Reserve

Pin12 RESTORE GPIO14 I/O
Pin pull down for more than 10S, the module
parameters will be restored to factory
settings.

Pin13 CON GPIO16 O
Connection status indication
0: Connected
1: Not connected

Pin14 BCTS GPIO17 O

The data input signal (used to wake up the
host, optional)
0: the module has data sent to the host, the
host receives the module data.
1: The module has no data sent to the host,
or after the module data is sent, this signal
will be set to 1.

Pin15 TX GPIO27 O UART_TX, Data transmit output pin

Pin16 RX GPIO28 I UART_RX, Data transmit input pin

Pin17 BRTS GPIO04 I

As data send request (used to wake up the
module)
0: the host has data to send, the module will
wait to receive the data from the host, the
module does not sleep at this time.
1: No data is sent from the host, or after the
data is sent from the host, this signal line
should be set to 1.

Pin18 EN GPIO03 I
Module enable control line, level-triggered
mode by default
Level trigger mode, active low, with internal
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pull-up.
0: the module starts broadcasting until
connected to the mobile device
1: turn off the module broadcast, so that the
device is connected and the module will not
broadcast after disconnection.
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4 Module Performances

4.1 Data Transmission Rate

The default connection interval of XY-MBD58A is 20ms, if you need to save power consumption using
low-speed forwarding mode, you need to adjust the connection interval through AT command (XY-
MBD58A supports the longest connection interval 2000ms), the maximum transmission data in each
connection interval up to 249bytes, the connection interval is T (unit: ms), then the highest forwarding
rate per second V (unit byte / s) is
V = 249 * 1000/T (V is only related to T)
If the module's Bluetooth connection interval is 20ms, and each interval transmits up to 249bytes, so the
theoretical maximum transmission capacity (forwarding rate) is 249*50 = 12.4Kbyte/s. Tests show that
the forwarding rate is below 4.7K/s, the chance of missing packets is very low. For safety reasons, it is
recommended to do checksum retransmission in the upper layer for both low-speed and high-speed
forwarding applications.

Connection
Interval

Transmi
ssion
interval

Serial
packet
length

Measured
transmissi
on rate

Sending and receiving
data

Packet Loss
Percentage

Sendin
g

Receiving

20mS 10mS 180 10.656KB/S 426240 426240 0
20mS 5mS 240 11.212KB/S 672720 672720 0
20mS 1mS 249 11.4KB/S 684003 684003 0

4.2 Power Consumption

The following table shows the power consumption data of the module in various states measured with
the power supply (supply voltage 3.3V).

Status
Broadcast/Connectio
n Interval（ms） Average Current (Ua)

Idle － 2.02Ua

Broadcast
200ms 136.61Ua

5000ms 6.17Ua

Connection 30ms 317.32Ua
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100ms 103.44Ua

4.3 Electrical Characteristics

Absolute MaximumRatings

Parameter Min Max Unit
Storage Temperature -40 125 ℃

VDD -0.3 3.9 V
Other Pins -0.2 VDD+0.3≤3.9 V

Recommended operating conditions

Parameter Min
Recom
mende
d Value

Max Unit

Storage Temperature -40 － 85 ℃

VDD 2 3.3 3.6 V

5 AT Commands List

Command Command Description

BD Set/get the rate of communication between the module
and the control device QA serial port

PL Set/get module TX power

PP Read the maximum output power of the module

VR Read Firmware Version

HV Read Hardware Version
AI Read Module Current work Status

CT
AT command timeout mode, no new AT command is
received within the time specified by CT, the module exits
AT mode in 100 mS.
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CN This instruction exits AT instruction mode after execution
and is valid only in AT instruction mode.

CC

Set/get the middle one character of the sequence
character. When CC = 0x2B, the string to enter AT
instruction mode is +(0x2B)+; the underlined part of the
string is in the form of "++++", and the module enters AT
instruction mode when there is a GT specified time idle
both before and after the string.

WR Save all settings to the power-down memory and leave the
parameters unchanged after reset.

RE Restore the module's parameters to the factory settings.

FR Software reset module, reset immediately after reply

U1 Set/get UUID1, the channel through which the module
sends data to the mobile app

U2 Set/get UUID2, the channel for the mobile APP to send data
to the module

NM Set/get device name, length limit 21Bytes

VI Set/get broadcast interval in 1 mS

VT Set/get the broadcast timeout end time, single for seconds,
set to 0 seconds means not automatically closed

CO Set/get connection interval

DC Disconnect connection

VD Set/get custom broadcast content, length limit 16Bytes
MC Get module MAC address

Baud Rate Read/Write Command

Command Description: Set/Get module serial communication baud rate
Read/Write：R/W
Command Code: BD
Supported parameters:
0-N/A 4-19200bps
1-2400bps 5-38400bps
2-4800bps 6-57600bps
3-9600bps 7-115200bps

Setup/Response:

R/W Command Format Response Remarks

W ATBD X\r\n ATBD OK\r\n
Set successfully, set the baud rate to the
parameter code corresponding to the
parameter.

ATBD ERR\r\n Setup failure

R ATBD\r\n ATBD X\r\n The current baud rate is the parameter
corresponding to the parameter code X.

Note: After the parameters are set successfully, the software updates the reset parameters.
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Transmit Power Read/Write Command

Command Description: Set/Get module transmit power
Read/Write：R/W
Command Code: PL
Supported parameters:

0- 7dBm 1- 0dBm
2- -5dBm 3- -15dBm

Setup/Response:

R/W Command Format Response Remarks

W ATPL X\r\n ATPL OK\r\n
Set successfully, set the transmitting
power to the parameter code
corresponding to the parameter.

ATPL ERR\r\n Setup failure

R ATPL\r\n ATPL X\r\n
The current transmitting power is the
parameter corresponding to the
parameter code X.

Maximum Transmission Power Read Command

Command Description: Get the maximum transmission power of the module
Read/Write：RO
Command Code: PP
Supported parameters: NA
Setup/Response:

R/W Command
Format Response Remarks

READ ONLY ATPP\r\n ATPP X\r\n The current module's maximum
transmission power is Xdbm.

Firmware Version Read Command

Command Description: Get the maximum transmission power of the module
Read/Write：READ ONLY
Command Code: VR

http://www.newbitsiot.com
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Supported parameters: NA
Setup/Response:

R/W Command
Format Response Remarks

READ ONLY ATVR\r\n ATVR ABCD\r\n

A - 3 BLE/4 BLE-MESH
B -Main version number
C - Secondary version number
D - Identifies the version number, even
numbers indicate release

Hardware Version Read Command

Command Description: Get the hardware version of the module
Read/Write：READ ONLY
Command Code: HV
Supported parameters: NA
Setup/Response:

R/W Command
Format Response Remarks

READ ONLY ATHV\r\n ATHV ABCD\r\n

A - Series label
B -Main version number
C -Subversion number
D - Identification version number, even
numbers indicate release

Work Status Read Command

Command Description: Get the hardware version of the module
Read/Write：READ ONLY
Command Code: AI
Supported parameters:
0-Power-up initialization 1-BLE role initialization 2-Broadcast 3-Disconnection 4-Connection timeout
disconnection
5-Connection 6-Connection Broadcast 7-Status Error 8-Anomaly
Setup/Response:

R/W Command Format Response Remarks

READ ONLY ATAI\r\n ATAI X\r\n
The current module operating state is the
parameter corresponding to the
parameter code X.

http://www.newbitsiot.com
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AT Commands Overtime Parameters Read Command

Command Description: Set/get the module AT commands overtime command
Read/Write：R/W
Command Code: CT
Supported parameters: 002~500（DEC）
Setup/Response:

R/W Command Format Response Remarks

W ATCT X\r\n ATCT OK\r\n

Set successfully, set the AT command
timeout parameter to the value
corresponding to the parameter code, unit
100ms.

ATCT ERR\r\n Setup failure

R ATCT\r\n ATCT X\r\n
The current AT command timeout
parameter is the value corresponding to
the parameter code, unit 100ms.

Quit ATMode Read Command

Command Description: Get the current working status of the module
Read/Write：WRITE ONLY
Command Code: CN
Supported parameters: NA
Setup/Response:

R/W Command Format Response Remarks

WRITE ONLY ATCN\r\n ATCN OK\r\n Exit AT command mode successfully
ATCN ERR\r\n Failed to exit AT command mode

Enter AT Command Mode String to Read/Write Command

Command Description: Get the current working status of the module
Read/Write：R/W
Command Code: CC
Supported parameters: Any ASCII character + X
Setup/Response:

http://www.newbitsiot.com
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R/W Command Format Response Remarks

W ATCC X\r\n ATCC OK\r\n

The setting is successful, set the string to
enter AT command mode
is +'X'+, the default string is ++++, and the
module enters AT command mode when
there is a GT specified time idle before and
after the string.

ATCC ERR\r\n Setup failure

R ATCC\r\n ATCC X\r\n The current entry AT command mode
string is +'X'+.

Current Module Parameter Saving Command

Command Description: Save all settings to the power-down memory, parameters remain unchanged
after reset.
Read/Write：WRITE ONLY
Command Code:WR
Supported parameters: NA
Setup/Response:

R/W Command
Format Response Remarks

WRITE ONLY ATWR\r\n ATWR OK\r\n Setup successful

Restore Factory Settings Command

Command Description: Restore the module's parameters to factory settings.
Read/Write：WRITE ONLY
Command Code: RE
Supported parameters: NA
Setup/Response:

R/W Command
Format Response Remarks

WRITE ONLY ATRE\r\n ATRE OK\r\n Restore factory settings

Software Reset Command

Command Description: Reset the module software and reset the module immediately after the
successful response.
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Read/Write：WRITE ONLY
Command Code: FR
Supported parameters: NA
Setup/Response:

R/W Command
Format Response Remarks

WRITE ONLY ATFR\r\n ATFR OK\r\n Software reset successful

Module UUID 1 Read/Write Command

Command Description: Set/Get module UUID 1 (Notify)
Read/Write：R/W
Command Code: U1
Supported parameters: 0000~FFFF(HEX)
Setup/Response:

R/W Command Format Response Remarks

W ATU1 XXXX\r\n ATU1 OK\r\n Setup successful, set module UUID1 to
XXXX

ATU1 ERR\r\n Setup failure
R ATU1 XXXX\r\n ATU1 XXXX\r\n The current module UUID1 is XXXX

Note: After a successful setting, the software reset parameters are updated, and this channel is the data
transmission channel from the slave to the host.

Module UUID 2 Read/Write Command

Command Description: Set/Get module UUID 2 (Write without response)
Read/Write：R/W
Command Code: U2
Supported parameters: 0000~FFFF(HEX)
Setup/Response:

R/W Command Format Response Remarks

W ATU2 XXXX\r\n ATU2 OK\r\n Setup successful, set module UUID2 to
XXXX

ATU2 ERR\r\n Setup failure
R ATU2 XXXX\r\n ATU2 XXXX\r\n The current module UUID2 is XXXX

http://www.newbitsiot.com
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Module Name Read/Write Command

Command Description: Set/Get module name
Read/Write：R/W
Command Code: NM
Supported parameters: Any ASIIC, length limit 20Bytes
Setup/Response:

R/W Command Format Response Remarks

W ATNM X\r\n ATNM OK\r\n Set up successfully, set the module name
to X.

ATNM ERR\r\n Setup failure
R ATNM X\r\n ATNM X\r\n Current module name is X.

Broadcasting Interval Read/Write Command

Command Description: Set/Get module broadcasting interval
Read/Write：R/W
Command Code: VI
Supported parameters: 0- 20, 1- 50, 2- 100, 3- 200, 4- 500, 5- 1000, 6- 1500, 7- 2000, 8- 3000, 9- 4000, A-
5000
Setup/Response:

R/W Command Format Response Remarks

W ATVI X\r\n
ATVI OK\r\n Set up successfully, set broadcasting

interval to X, unit 1ms.

ATVI ERR\r\n Setup failure, confirm the parameter
format is correct.

R ATVI X\r\n ATVI X\r\n The current module broadcasting interval
is X, unit 1ms.

Module Broadcasting Timeout to End Read/Write Command

Command Description: Set/Get module broadcasting timeout to end time
Read/Write：R/W
Command Code: VT
Supported parameters: 0000~9999(DEC)
Setup/Response:

R/W Command Format Response Remarks
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W ATVT X\r\n
ATVT OK\r\n Set successfully, set broadcast timeout

end time to XXXX, unit 1ms.

ATVT ERR\r\n Setup failure, confirm the parameter
format is correct.

R ATVT X\r\n ATVT X\r\n The current module broadcast timeout
end time is XXXX, unit 1ms.

Connection Interval Read/Write Command

Command Description: Set/Get module connection interval
Read/Write：R/W
Command Code: CO
Supported parameters: 0- 20, 1- 30, 2- 50, 3- 100, 4- 200, 5- 300, 6- 400, 7- 500, 8- 1000, 9- 1500, A-
2000
Setup/Response:

R/W Command Format Response Remarks

W ATCO X\r\n
ATCO OK\r\n Set up successfully, set connection

interval to X, unit 1ms.

ATCO ERR\r\n Setup failure, confirm the parameter
format is correct.

R ATC0 X\r\n ATCO X\r\n The current module connection interval is
X, unit 1ms.

Disconnect Bluetooth Command

Command Description: Active disconnection of the module's current connection
Read/Write：WRITE ONLY
Command Code: DC
Supported parameters: NA
Setup/Response:

R/W Command
Format Response Remarks

WRITE ONLY ATDC\r\n ATDC OK\r\n
TTM:DISCONNECT\r\n

Command sent successfully, the current
Bluetooth is disconnected. This command
is valid in the connected state.
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Custom Broadcasting Content Read/Write Command

Command Description: Active disconnection of the module's current connection
Read/Write：WRITE ONLY
Command Code: DC
Supported parameters: NA
Setup/Response:

R/W Command Format Response Remarks

W ATVD X\r\n
ATVD OK\r\n Set up successfully, set up module custom

broadcasting content.

ATVD ERR\r\n Setup failure, check whether the
parameter is HEX format.

R ATVD X\r\n ATVD X\r\n The current module custom broadcasting
content is X.

Custom Broadcast Content: If the broadcasting content is customized using the AT command, the
maximum length is 16Bytes (blue part), and the GAP_ADTYPE_MANUFACTURER_SPECIFIC field in the
broadcasting data will contain the following content with a length of 2+n Bytes.
{

0x18,0x33, Production date,2018, week 33, factory setting；

Data [n], Custom broadcasting content, n <= 16；

}

Note: The custom broadcasting data can be modified by the AT command and saved after power down.
After re-powering, the last customized broadcasting data will be used. If the custom broadcasting data is
all 0 (16 Bytes), it is assumed that no custom broadcasting is used and the system default broadcasting
content is used. To avoid excess power consumption due to long broadcasting data, it is also possible to
set the custom broadcasting data to any value of 1 Byte.

MAC Address Read Command

Command Description: Get MAC address
Read/Write：RO
Command Code:MC
Supported parameters: NA
Setup/Response:

R/W Command
Format Response Remarks

READ ONLY ATMC\r\n ATMC 0xXXXXXXXXXXXX\r\n The MAC address of this module
is XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.
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6 System reset and recovery

There are two ways to get the module reset, the second one can restore the system parameters.
1. Reset the module using the AT commands (see the AT commands set chapter for details).
2. Using the hardware RESTORE pin (pin 12), pulling this pin low for 10 seconds will restore all system
parameters of the module to factory settings (deep recovery) and immediately reset it. This pin with
internal pull-up will not enter this mode by default.

7 BLE Protocol Description (APP Interface)

Transparent transmission data channel【Service UUID: 0xFFF0】

Characteristic
values UUID

Executable
operations Bytes Default

Value Remarks

0xFFF2 Write 20 No The written data will be output
from the serial TX port.

0xFFF1 notify 20 No
Data input from the serial RX port
will generate a notification to the
mobile device on this channel.
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8 Package Information

8.1 Package Dimension
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Details Tape & Reel-XY-MBD58A
Quantity(module) 1500PCS

Tape Weight 450g
Single module Weight 1g

Gross Weight 1950g

Dimension W: 24mm T: 0.3mm

8.2 Mark on the metal shield
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9 Mounting Suggestion

You can refer to the following references for the mounting design of the module with an
onboard antenna (XY-MBD58A with PCB antenna).

Recommended module mounting example:

 Please do not place any metal components in blue shaded space (*1), such as signal line
and metal chassis as possible except for the mainboard while mounting the components
in *1 space on the mainboard is allowed except for no copper plating area (*2).

 (*2) This area is a routing prohibited area on the mainboard. Please do not place any copper
on any layer.

 (*3) Characteristics may deteriorate when GND pattern length is less than 30mm. It should
be as 30 mm or more as possible.

 For the best Bluetooth range performance, the antenna area of the module shall extend 3
mm outside the edge of the mainboard, or 3 mm outside the edge of a ground plane.
The ground plane shall be at least 5 mm from the edge of the antenna area of the
module.

 All module GND pins MUST be connected to mainboard GND. Place GND vias close to
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module GND pads as possible. Unused PCB area on a surface layer can be flooded with
copper but place GND vias regularly to connect copper flood to inner GND plane. If GND
flood copper underside the module then connect with GND vias to inner GND plane.

 Even when the above-mentioned condition is satisfied, communication performance
may be significantly deteriorated depending on the structure of the product.
Bluetooth range performance is degraded if a module is placed in the middle of the
mainboard.

 For mainboard layout:

 Avoid running any signal line below the module whenever possible.

 No ground plane below the antenna.

 If possible, cut off the portion of the main board below the antenna.

Other modules mounting example:
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Placement of resin or plastic parts:

Placement of metal parts

 The minimum safe distance for metal parts without seriously compromising the antenna
(tuning) is 40 mm top/bottom and 30 mm left or right.

 Metal close to the module antenna (bottom, top, left, right, any direction) will have
degradation on the antenna performance. The amount of that degradation is entirely
system-dependent, meaning you will need to perform some testing with your host
application.

 Any metal closer than 20 mm will begin to significantly degrade performance (S11, gain,
radiation efficiency).

 You should test the range with a mock-up (or actual prototype) of the product to assess the
effects of enclosure height (and materials, whether metal or plastic).
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Specification Value

10 Cautions

10.1 Reflow Soldering

Reflow soldering is a vitally important step in the SMT process. The temperature curve associated
with the reflow is an essential parameter to control to ensure the correct connection of parts. The
parameters of certain components will also directly impact the temperature curve selected for this
step in the process.

10.2 Temperature-Time Profile for Reflow Soldering:

i. The standard reflow profile has four zones: ①preheat, ②soak, ③reflow,
④cooling. The profile describes the ideal temperature curve of the top layer of the
PCB.

ii. During reflow, modules should not be above 260°C and not for more than 30 seconds.

Temperature Increase Rate <2.5°C/s

Temperature Decrease Rate Free air cooling
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Preheat Temperature 0-150°C

Soak Temp Increase Rate 0.4-1°C/s

Soak Temperature 150-200°C

Soak Period 60-120s

Time Above Liquidous 45-90s

Reflow Temperature 230-250°C

Absolute Peak Temperature 260°C

10.3 Example of Newbit SMT reflow soldering:

Note: Please be careful of the amount of solder paste. The module may be lifted due to
excess solder.

Preheat Period (Typical) 40-90s

Liquidus Temperature (SAC305) 220°C
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10.4 Usage Condition Notes

iii. Follow the conditions written in this specification, especially the recommended
condition ratings about the power supply applied to this product.

iv. The supply voltage has to be free of AC ripple voltage (for example from a battery or a
low noise regulator output). For noisy supply voltages, provide a decoupling circuit (for
example a ferrite in series connection and a bypass capacitor to the ground of at least
47uF directly at the module).

v. Take measures to protect the unit against static electricity. If pulses or other transient
loads (a large load applied in a short time) are applied to the products, check and
evaluate their operation before assembly on the final products.

vi. The supply voltage should not be exceedingly high or reversed. It should not
carry noise and/or spikes.

vii. This product away from other high-frequency circuits.

viii. Keep this product away from heat. Heat is the major cause of decreasing the life of
these products.

ix. Avoid assembly and use of the target equipment in conditions where the products’
the temperature may exceed the maximum tolerance.
x. This product should not be mechanically stressed when installed.

xi. Do not use dropped products.
xii. Do not touch, damage or soil the pin2s.

xiii. Pressing on parts of the metal shield or fastening objects to the metal shield will
cause damage.
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10.5 Storage Notes

xiv. The module should not be stressed mechanically during storage.
xv. Do not store these products in the following conditions or the performance

characteristics of the product, such as RF performance will be adversely affected:

1. Storage in salty air or an environment with a high concentration of corrosive gas

2. Storage in direct sunlight
3. Storage in an environment where the temperature may be outside the range specified
4. Storage of the products for more than one year after the date of the delivery storage

period

xvi. Keep this product away from water, poisonous gas, and corrosive gas.

xvii. This product should not be stressed or shocked when transported.
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11 Revision History

Revision Description of changes Appr
oved

Revision Date

V1.0 Initial Release Allen 2018.09.05
V1.1 Improve the description of

RESTORE pin indication, revise the
description of AI instruction status,
add MC instruction for getting MAC
address, add the description of the
delay required for TX to send data
after RTS is pulled low, and revise
other description errors.

Allen 2018.10.16

V1.2 Adding Recommended Circuits Allen 2019.02.22
V1.3 Modify the error description of the

connection status serial port
feedback

Allen 2019.05.17

V1.4 Modify document description error Allen 2019.05.25

V1.5
Modify module serial data cache
description

Allen 2019.05.30

V1.6 Add QR code for Android and IOS
test APP download

Allen 2019.08.07

Notes:
Due to the continuous improvement of the hardware and software of the product, this document
may be changed without further notice, and the latest version of the document shall prevail in the
end.
For the latest information, please go to the website: www.newbitinfo.com to download, or contact
us.
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12 Appendix

12.1 MCU Reference Code (Transparent transmission)

Logic relationship: The two IO ports of BCTS and BRTS are used between the modules to send and receive
notifications and control.
These two IOs are normally high and set low to trigger, if the module has data to send, set BCTS low to
notify the MCU to receive.
If the MCU has data to send, set BRTS low to notify the module to receive it. The example code as the
following,

void main(void)
{
EN = 0 ; // Enable, start broadcasting.

BRTS = 0; // BRTS is set low to notify the NBee module to be ready to receive data.

halMcuWaitMs(2); //Delay 2ms.
UARTWrite( HAL_UART_PORT_0, “+++\r\n”, 5)； // Open AT command and get confirmation from

the serial port.
halMcuWaitMs(5); // Delay 5ms to ensure that the data has been sent.
BRTS = 1; //Set RTS high, send complete.
while(!BLEMoudleAck(“AT ON\r\n”)); // Wait for the successful setting, you can also join the time

limit wait.

halMcuWaitMs(2); //Dealy 2ms.
UARTWrite( HAL_UART_PORT_0, "ATCO 0\r\n", 8)； // Modify the connection interval and get

confirmation from the serial port.
halMcuWaitMs(5); // Delay 5ms to ensure that the data has been sent.
BRTS = 1; // Set RTS high, send complete.
while(!BLEMoudleAck(“ATCO OK\r\n”)); // Wait for the successful setting, you can also join the time

limit wait.

halMcuWaitMs(2); // Dealy 2ms.
UARTWrite( HAL_UART_PORT_0, "ATWR 0\r\n", 8)；// Save the modified parameters and get

confirmation from the serial port.
halMcuWaitMs(5); // Delay 5ms to ensure that the data has been sent.
BRTS = 1; // Set RTS high, send complete.
while(!BLEMoudleAck(“ATWR OK\r\n”)); // Wait for the successful setting, you can also join the time
limit wait.
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halMcuWaitMs(2); // Dealy 2ms.
UARTWrite( HAL_UART_PORT_0, "ATCN 0\r\n", 8)；// Exit the AT command to validate the data and get

an acknowledgment from the serial port.
halMcuWaitMs(5); // Delay 5ms to ensure that the data has been sent.
BRTS = 1; // Set RTS high, send complete.
while(!BLEMoudleAck(“AT OFF\r\n”)); // Wait for the successful setting, you can also join the time
limit wait.

while(!BLEMoudleAck("TTM:OK\r\n\0")); // Wait for the APPs to scan and connect.
// Wait for a successful connection, or you can join the time

limit wait.
// It is also possible to determine the level of the connection prompt signal line.

while(1){ // Cyclic transceiver test.
while(1){
if(BCTS == 0){ // Detect, if BCTS is low then ready to receive
while(BCTS==0); // Wait for sending to complete, also can wait for a limited time.

if(UARTRead(uartBuffer) == SUCCESS) // Read data from serial port.
{... ...} //Use data.

}
BRTS = 0; // Set RTS low to notify the module to be ready to receive data.
halMcuWaitMs(2); //Delay 2ms
send_TX("1234567890"); //Send any data (within 200Bytes)
halMcuWaitMs(5); // Delay 5ms to ensure that the data has been sent.

BRTS = 1; // Set RTS high, send complete.
halMcuWaitMs(20); // Delay before sending the next packet, the delay depends on the packet size.

}
}

}
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12.2 Schematics
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12.3 Recommended Circuits

3.3V power supply

5V power supply
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13 Contact Us

The contents of this data sheet are subject to change without prior notice for further improvement.
Newbit team reserves all the rights for the final explanation.

Please contact Newbit sales team or visit www.newbitsiot.com for more related information if
needed.

NEWBIT INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

16F, Huanancheng Building, Longgang District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China

Tel: 86-755-23320814

allen@newbitsiot.com

www.newbitsiot.com

htpp:/www.newbitsiot.com
mailto:allen@newbitsiot.com
htpp:/www.newbitsiot.com
http://www.newbitsiot.com
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